Cylinders, cores and key systems

Quick reference guide
Falcon offers some of the most versatile and easy to use cylinders, cores and keying systems in the industry, all designed to fit your budget, project and security needs. Our key system portfolio is backed by the durability, performance and security of Falcon, a proven brand name you can trust.

Falcon offers a wide variety of standard cylinders and Small Format Interchangeable Cores (SFIC). Each format is available in both open (unrestricted) and restricted keyways, designed to meet your specific key system requirements.

SFIC

- Open keyways, equivalent to Best and Arrow, include:
- Available both combined and uncombined, in 6 or 7 pin configurations
- Factory master keying available
- All core options include either Best style capping or Falcon slidebar
- Falcon branded and blank core faces are available, and can be stamped for visual key control
- Restricted dealer and end user keyways available

Conventional

- Open keyways include Falcon G, E, H, K, L, N, P and Schlage C and E
- Available in 5, 6, or 7 pin configurations
- Factory master keying available
- Falcon brand and blank core faces are available, and can be stamped for visual key control
- Restricted end user keyways available
Falcon restricted keyways

- Conventional and SFIC cylinders
- Available in dealer and zip code based end user keyways
- Multi-plex (hierarchy) keyway available

Product specifications

**SFIC Interchangeable core**
Based on the industry standard SFIC plug diameter size which is less than 1/2", Falcon cores can be used in place of Best® and other SFIC cores on competitive locksets.
- 6- and 7-pin
- All brass cylinder and housings
- Nickel silver cylinder pins
- 12 mortise cylinder housing cam options
- 9 mortise and rim cylinder housing face finishes
- 5 core finish options

**Conventional cylinders**
Falcon provides uncompromising product performance to meet your functional and budgetary needs.
- Solid brass bar stock construction
- Mortise cylinder lengths from 1 1/8" to 2"
- Nickel silver cylinder pins
- 12 mortise cylinder cam options
- 6 mortise and rim cylinder face finishes
- 3 plug face finish options

Keyway attributes

**SFIC keyways**
Factory master keying is available as defined by your needs. The Falcon A keyway is provided standard and will supplied unless otherwise specified at time of order.

**Conventional keyways**
Factory master keying is available as defined by your needs. The Falcon G keyway is provided standard and will supplied unless otherwise specified at time of order.

**A2, A3 and A4 systems**
Falcon master keying uses the A2 system (depths 0-9) standard. A4 (depths 0-5) key systems can be provided to key into existing systems. New A4 systems are created solely at the discretion of the master key department. Falcon interchangeable cores are compatible with the discontinued A3 systems, however Falcon does not master key or manage A3 systems.

---

**Falcon Keys**
Falcon features a wide variety of key blanks and key bows to meet your needs.
- Nickel silver alloy blanks
- 3 conventional key bow styles
- 5 SFIC key bow styles
- Large bows available to suit limited mobility needs
About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions for homes, businesses, schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company, with products sold in almost 130 countries.

For more, visit www.allegion.com